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Abstract- In a sports video there are many events to be found to make highlight of a game. The event is a one which has 
important scenes which are very interesting to watch. Manual work of cutting important events and editing is very common 
and not much technology or concepts are required. For automatic identification of events in sport video need some technique 
to solve this problem. A novel system for tennis sport video event detection using embedded text detection for construction of 
sports video summary is proposed. The system has two components: event detection and separating frames around detected 
event. Event detection is realized by change detection of game stat texts (such as text information showing in score box).  The 
developed system detects the game points as the event beginning and potential endings of the event. Then frames are separated 
around detected event. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Video represents a dynamic form of media that is used 
in entertainment, surveillance, education, and a host 
of other applications. Video includes a combination of 
text, audio, still images, animation. Video contains 
significant information, it can be archived which can 
be used for video retrieval and summarization. Video 
understanding research focuses on the analysis, 
description and manipulation of the contents of a 
video for a specific application.  The need for efficient 
techniques for accessing the relevant information 
from these video archives is on the rise. A great 
challenge in video retrieval is to using reference based 
retrieval and video consists of long-running, unedited 
content—for example, home videos, sports videos, or 
video dumps from a camera worn by a human or 
surveillance camera. A video summary is a short 
compacted version of an entire video sequence. It is 
required that new technologies need to be researched 
in order to manage effectively and efficiently. 
 
Videos have the characteristics of much richer content 
than individual images, huge amount of raw data and 
very little prior structure.  These characteristics make 
the indexing and retrieval of videos quite difficult. But 
there are many powerful cues h idden in the video 
clips. Visual, audio and the textual content in videos 
can be of immense use in retrieval and summarization. 
Visual references are key visual objects that indicate 
the interesting segments. Visual features such as 
color, motion, objects can be used for video retrieval 
and summarization. For baseball games, it need to 
detect the pattern in which the catcher squats waiting 
for the pitcher to pitch the ball; for golf games, it is 

required to detect the players bending to hit the golf 
ball; and for soccer, detect the appearance of the 
goalpost. Video fail to reliably detect and retrieve the 
video/events when visual evidence is distorted or 
unreliable due to poor lighting conditions.  
 
Audio, can also contribute significant information 
when searching for particular video/event. Identifying 
spoken utterances can provide linguistic evidence, 
while certain classes of environmental sounds can 
suggest that a particular activity or object is being 
shown in the video. Broadcast sports content usually 
include audience reaction to the interesting moments 
of the games. Audience reaction classes, including 
applause, cheering, laughter’s, shootings’, 
instruments sound and the commentator’s excited 
speech, can serve as audio references. But there is 
difficult to use as reference for video/event retrieval 
and summarization because of quality of the audio 
data can vary considerably.  
 
Textual information is present as captions appearing 
on the video or printed/handwritten text in the scene. 
Text contains semantic information and can do 
significant contribution to video database retrieval and 
image understanding tasks. For example, texts in 
news videos usually annotates information on where, 
when, and who of the happening events. Texts in sport 
video tell us some important events. Text embedded in 
web images can summarize the content of an 
advertisement or notification. Scene text in natural 
environments often suggests the presence 
advertisement board, traffic warning etc. if it is 
possible to detect and recognize the textual content, 
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and then it can be effectively used for characterizing 
the video clips and retrieving and summarizing. 
 
Conventional approaches for video indexing and 
summarization are based on characterizing the video 
content using a set of computational features. These 
techniques often do not exploit the commonly 
available high-level information conveyed by textual 
captions. However, they also present major challenges 
for the summarization and retrieval system.  
 
The technology of sports video summarization is 
widely investigated since sports video is a popular 
component in any broadcast television media. It has a 
large amount of audiences worldwide. As an 
important compiled clue, the game stat texts show the 
details of important video events. Thus it is widely 
employed in sports video analysis especially for event   
detection, highlight summarization etc. This project 
has the aim to develop a system that detects events in 
Tennis sport video. It detects the events by detecting 
change in text. Text acts as a beginning and ending of 
the event. Then it collects the frames around the event 
and converted those frames into video. Thus user can 
see only the event video.  
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
In [1], author’s propose a key frame extraction based 
video summarization technique based on user 
attention modeling. The technique builds static and 
dynamic attention models of human perception to 
predict those frames which are visually salient for the 
humans. For the static attention clue, we propose the 
multi-scale version of the information theory based 
attention modeling. For dynamic attention modeling, 
the motion intensity has been used. In paper, author’s 
propose a video summarization method based on the 
Temporally Maximum Occurrence Frame (TMOF). 
First, the key frames are extracted from the video and 
then they are clustered by calculating the distance 
between their feature vectors; the TMOF is 
constructed in the clustered collection. Finally, the 
video summarization is formed by the frames with the 
smallest distance from the TMOF.  
 
In author’s used audio keywords which were trained 
from low-level audio features and a hierarchical SVM 
to detect sports events. In author developed a novel 
system for baseball video event detection and 
summarization using superimposed caption text 
detection and recognition.  
 
The system detects different types of semantic level 
events in baseball video including scoring and last 
pitch of each batter. Developed system for soccer video 
parsing, which is based on location recognition and 
ball presence detection. 

From the related work it’s reveals that multiple 
modalities are there for video retrieval and 
summarization. 
 
III. PROPOSED METHOD FOR GENERAL 

TENNIS VIDEOS 
 
In a sports video there are many events to be found to 
make highlight of a game. The event is a one which 
has important scenes which are very interesting to 
watch. In a soccer game the important events are: 
Goal, penalty corner, Free kick, penalty shoot Out, 
players getting injured and getting RED card etc.. In 
the Cricket game the important events are: hitting a 
SIX and FOUR, Getting a Player OUT, CATCHES, 
STUMP OUT, player getting CENTURE RUN etc. In 
a tennis game the important events are: SCORE 
POINT and BREAK POINT. So these events form a 
highlight of a game so it is very necessary to find out 
these events automatically rather than manual.  
Manual work of cutting important events and editing 
is very common and not much technology or concepts 
are required. For automatic identification of these 
events need some technique to solve this problem. 
 

A. Flow diagram of Proposed Algorithm. 
 

 
Figure a. proposed model. 

 
Figure (a) shows the proposed model. Here tennis 
video is given to the proposed system. System detects 
the text region and detects the change in text region 
using connected component analysis (CCA). There is 
a text change event occurred that means player has 
earned points. If score changes for first player separate 
frames around the event, is saved in folder 01. If 
change of text is for second player separate frames 
around the event, is saved in folder 02. 
 
Video is read. Frames are generated. Analyze the each 
frame. Each frame is preprocessed. Frame is 
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converted to grayscale to perform image enhancement 
with histogram equalization and noise removal using 
Gaussian low pass filter. Then convert the frame to 
binary image. Use technology to detect the text region. 
There are two regions one for player 1 and another for 
player 2.  
 
Then use connected component analysis algorithm. 
Once region boundaries have been detected, it is often 
useful to extract regions which are not separated by a 
boundary. Any set of pixels which is not separated by a 
boundary is call connected. Each maximal region of 
connected pixels is called a connected component.  
 
The set of connected components partition an image 
into segments. when tennis sports video frames 
preprocessed and converted to binary images that 
image shows only black and white pixels.  
 
White pixel represents presence of text.  Set minimum 
threshold to detect change in text i.e. connected 
components varies while analyzing the interframes if 
connected component count exceeds this threshold 
that is realized as text has changed and event occurred 
that means one of the player earned score points.  
 
Then detect in which region pixel density changed in 
first or second region. If change detected in region 1 or 
region 2 then separate and save frames around the 
event in respective folder. Suppose event detected at 
Nth frame collect frames from N-Kth frame to N+1th 
frame in corresponding folder that shows the event 
summary. 
 
IV. RESULTS 
 
By analyzing all the related work on event detection on 
sports video, identification of event in sports video can 
be done by text detection. In the proposed work 
MATLAB is used as a software tool. MATLAB is a 
high performance language for technical computing. 
In the proposed work Matlab Version 2010a is used 
and tools such as image and video processing are used.  
 
The proposed model accepts the input video in the 
form of “.avi”. The avi cutter is used to cut the large 
avi video in to samples of certain sizes ranging from 
3MB to 15MB and proposed work has taken a sample 
of ten tennis videos. 
 
Tennis Game Clip1 Sample.avi 
 
This video is about tennis game played between 
Federer-Llodra in 2010 at Canada. The total 38 
seconds video is taken for test to identify a score point 
events, which is of 3.10MB memory size 
Size: 3.10 MB, Time Duration: 38sec 

 

 
Figure b Input Clip1 Sample.avi 

 
The score point events are identified and its shown 
below. 
 
The Out Put of Sample.avi clip After score point event 
Detection is as follows 
 

    
(d)                                              (e) 

Figure c The score point event detection output for input 
Sample.avi Video. (d) Player1 events summary.  (e) Player2 

events summary. 
 
The Sample.avi video file consists of only 4 score 
point events for player1 and 3 score point events for 
player2. Frames in-between change in text are 
extracted and stored and which gives a summary of 
event. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Video made by recording of moving visual images.            
Video   includes different form of modularities such as 
text, audio, images, animation. Text contained frame 
conveys significant information about video, that 
contributes to video retrieval, summarization and 
image understanding tasks. The proposed method can 
be applied to any tennis tournament videos such as 
Wimbledon, Austrial open, French Open etc. it detects 
events. Although our detection methodology provides 
quite accurate results, there is still room for further 
optimization.                                           
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